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Radiation and UFOs
In Chapter 15 of The Report on Unidentified Flying Objects (1956}, the author Captain Edward J.
Ruppelt, the first head of Project Blue Book, introduces some cases of radiological dosage increase
with UFO appearance. Obviously UFOs aim at prevention of a nuclear war (see the 19th
issue), but these cases may look to be contradictory to that: in a certain case the radiation level
ran up to "about 100 times" as high as natural level. The Japanese Government ejected residents
of some areas in Fukushima because of a possibility of the cumulative radiological dosage per year
running up to about 13 times higher than natural level (#1).
However, in a European experiment in 1998 human cells repaired themselves damaged in
radiation that was 100,000 times as high as natural level (#2). This information is not to be
wondered at; living things of the Earth appeared when the radiation level was far higher than
today. Of course, reaction of a cell may differ from one of a body that consists of cells, and each
health condition will have its own reaction (#3}.
Besides this sort of direct experiments, both optimists and pessimists have no one but
mischievous prophets called statistical figures to depend on. In today's Japan where scientists are
respected only as politicians by people, those who are obsessed by the idea that any low level
radiation harms a human body will be freed by a simple fact that human bodies emit radiation.
UFOLOGY has to distinguish radiation from nuclear weapons. Behavior of UFOs had
already demanded us it as early as the beginning of the Flying Saucer era!

NOTES
#1 20 mil/Is/everts per year. The Japanese Government ejected the residents, quoting a
standard by International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP). But ICRP's standards
differ with circumstances and social positions: the highest is 1,000 times higher than the
lowest. Such standards are useful only to desk works of bureaucrats, and give only confusion to
those who actually face an increase of radiation level. This is the very situation of Japan after
"Fukushima."
#2

A Lie: "Radiation is Brutal" (Takeda-Randamu-Hausu-Japan [Tokyo], 127 pages, August

2011), by Dr. Sadao Hattori, page 18. To put it concretely, JO mllllsleverts per hour ( "20

millisieverts "of #1 is per year). This is 160,000 times higher than Tokyo after "Fukushima"
(see the last issue); natural radiation level can remarkably differ from one place to another. And
if our cells have such strong recuperative power, commenting on the cumulative radiological
dosage is, as he points out on page 17, nonsense.
#3 Low Level Radiation is not Dangerous (Yu-Taimu-Shuppan [Higashi-Osaka City], June 2011)
by Mr. Hironobu Nakamura (an honorary professor at Osaka University), a one time member of
ICRP, regards this aspect as important; in recent Chernobyl mice were healthy, but swallows,
exhausted migratory birds, had physical disorders (page 119). "LowJevel"by this book means
100 mllllsleverts per year (page 13).

UFOs and Nukes ·for Japanese
A Japanese version of Mr. Robert Hastings' book UFOs and Nukes (2008)
was published by Kanken-shuppan-sha (Tokyo) in November 2011 (¥1,800 +

tax). The title, UFO to Kaku-helkl (see the left figure), is a word-for-word
translation. The original 602-page book is shortened by Mr. Kiyoshi Amamiya
(1944-) to a 301-page one . He uses a complete translation by three UFO
researchers: Messrs. Hiro Hirano, Yasuo Kuwabara, and Susumu
Yamakawa (including a little translation by me). This publication was realized
with the cooperation of Mr. Tokuo Moriwaki (1944-), the head of UFO Toh
(UFO Party) that had once aimed at the National Diet passionately.
According to Mr. Amamiya, 800 copies were printed, and he and Mr. Moriwaki purchased 250
copies each, and the rest, 300 copies, were put on the market. This is the social standing of
UFOs in Japan. But it does not mean that people do not believe in UFOs. On the contrary, Japan
is, as the world was surprised in 2007, a country where politicians can recognize the existence
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of uFOs at the National Diet without boldness (see the 12th and the 13th issues). Nevertheless,
there is a lack of serious interest . A book by Mr. Mamoru Sato (1939-), a retired Lieutenant

General, on UFO-encounter cases of today's Japanese air force did not create a sensation, though
printed by a well-known company in large quantities (see the 18th and the 19th issues).
As of August 2012, this book is available through several online shops such as Amazon. Mr.
Amamiya presented the book to the Mayor of Hiroshima City, Nagasaki Atomic Bomb Museum
and others.
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